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ABSTRACT - The historic debate of the first peopling of
the Americas has focused on two alternate routes of
entry: a coastal route versus an ice-free corridor. The
ming of this entry is generally regarded to coincide
with Late Wisconsin glacia on, which at the very least
le con nental ice that s ll covered most of the north
half of North America. The former op on requires
much of the west coast to be ice free, with boats used
to navigate areas impossible to traverse by foot. The
alternate op on has the precondi on of ice recession
between the Cordilleran and Lauren de ice sheets,
providing a terrestrial route of access along the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains for both
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the waning glacial condi ons in the Late Wisconsin
were an insurmountable obstacle for travel. It is not
our intent to champion a new "earliest" route, but
rather demonstrate the viability of this glacial landscape as a transporta on corridor
that had hitherto
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